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SET SECURE

USER SERVER

DYN CLOUD

IQ

EasyTouch Service

EasyTouch Pictograms

Service hotline 
+49 7433 9933 -199

Order hotline 
+49 7433 9933 - 0

Online-Shop 
www.kern-sohn.com

E-mail order  
info@kern-sohn.com

Calibration hotline 
+49 7433 9933 -196

EasyTouch software SET           
Device is compatible with EasyTouch 

Master & Dynamic Data Proof
All stored data is saved in a tamper-proof manner. 
Changes to master data are also secured in a   
dynamic data memory so that they are tamper-proof 
(Data traceability)

Central User Database           
Central user administration for all EasyTouch apps. 
Primary master data such as, for example, first name, 
surname, image can be stored for each user. Every 
user is assigned a user role which has individually 
configurable rights in the EasyTouch App. Using this 
structure, Standard Users, Supervisor Users etc. can 
be created. You can log into the EasyTouch App using 
a user name and password.

Central Master Database
Central memory for all master data (e.g. recipes, 
components, tare container weights, etc.). These only 
need to be recorded once and then are available in 
all EasyTouch applications. The master data can be 
copied manually from device to device (e.g. using a 
USB stick) or can easy be synchronised automati-
cally using a network. Changing master data can be 
blocked for certain user groups.

Save Server 
Central data memory function for additional storage 
of all measurement data in a central, local server 
directory. By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as well as 
from all installed EasyTouch Apps will be stored. A 
particular benefit of doing this for those users with 
several weighing systems is that all weighing data is 
consolidated in just one database and you can se-
arch for individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table.
The Save Server data memory is also tamper-proof 
and cannot be changed.

Central Dynamic Database
All printed and stored weighing data and measure-
ment data are stored in this memory. Storage is either 
on a local display device or a central server directory 
for all connected weighing systems (Save-Data Server 
or Save-Data Cloud). Dynamic data can be recalled 
and printed out at any time or exported in table 
format.

Save Cloud  
The central data memory function Save-Server 
for additional storage of all measurement data in 
a central, local server directory. By doing this the 
measurement data of all connected EasyTouch 
weighing systems as well as from all installed 
EasyTouch Apps will be stored. A particular benefit 
of doing this for those users with several weighing 
systems is that all weighing data is consolidated in 
just one database and you can search for individual 
measurement data from several balances in just 
one table. The Save-Server data memory is also 
tamper-proof and cannot be changed.

Validation IQ, OQ, PQ 
Equipment qualification: compliant qualification con-
cept which includes the following validation services: 
Installation Qualification (IQ), Operating Qualification 
(OQ)

Recipe Level C  
Internal memory for complete recipes with name 
and target value of the recipe ingredients, user 
guidance through displays, multiplier function,  
adjustment of recipe when dosages are exceeded  
or barcode identification.

Our team of consultants  
will assist you  
from Monday to Friday 
from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm
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ADB / ADJ
ALS / ALJ
BFB
BFN 
BID 
CKE
GAB 
IFB 
IOC 

IXS 
KDP
KGP
KFB
KIB
KTB-T 
KXS 
NFN 
NFB 

PCB 
PLS / PLJ 
SFB 
SXS 
UFA
UFB  
UFN 
YKV

EasyTouch–Verbindungsmöglichkeiten:  
1 wired via an RS-232 interface
2 wireless via Bluetooth

The KERN EasyTouch team of experts

 ▹ Our EasyTouch specialists are 
waiting for your call. 
 
We will be happy to give you 
information and advice you  
on all queries regarding the  
KERN EasyTouch App 
 
Tel. +49 7433 9933 - 200 
ITsupport@kern-sohn.com

Weighing – the easy way! Without having to have numerous external devices. Just one 
compatible measuring device is enough, simply connected with a PC or tablet and just one 
software application for almost all weighing applications ... the KERN EasyTouch App!

 ▹ EasyTouch App – available in the Microsoft Store® (Windows Version) 
or in the Google Play Store® (Android Version)

EasyTouch software – available right now for   
the following current KERN ranges/models:

Other KERN ranges can be adapted to be ET compatible – see 
www.kern-sohn.com to keep up-to-date with the latest news. 
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The modular system solution for efficient weighing –  
perfect for your individual requirements

Then KERN EasyTouch software (SET) is the right solution for you. 

Large clear display for optimum view even under  
poor environmental conditions.

All installed functions are positioned clearly, which 
means that you can switch between the applica-
tions super quick from any App.

The functions can be adapted extensively to meet 
your particular requirements.

… You only pay for functions which you actually use.

…  You could develop the range of services of your balance to  
meet your requirements, whenever you want.

…  You could easily control your balance from wherever you 
 happen to be, in the laboratory, in production, in the office.

… You could do this from a PC, tablet or Smartphone.

…  You could save the weighing data from your balances in a 
 tamper-proof manner on a central server, whereby all the data 
is systematically stored in a database.

Just imagine, …

Software KERN EasyTouch App
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Make your weighing system into a powerful weighing system

Test it – completely without risk!

Using the KERN EasyTouch App even a simple single scale can 
be made into a powerful system, which offers a range of func-
tions. To do this you simply have to install the KERN EasyTouch 
App on your Windows® PC, tablet or Android® Smartphone, 
connect the balance (either with cable or wireless), activate the 
App and straightaway you will be able to control your balance 
using your PC, tablet or Smartphone.

In order to find out about the many advantages of the KERN Easy-
Touch software App, you can download a demo version of the App, 
which contains the full range of functions, i.e. you can get started 
straightaway and test all the functions in your own time!

In addition to the pre-installed functions the KERN EasyTouch 
App offers these additional handy functions:

 · Large database for item master data, container weights, product 
images etc.

 · Large database for dynamic weighing data (tamper-proof alibi 
memory, logging of changes to master data, high level of data 
integrity, etc.)

 · Access to the large database from all EasyTouch functions

 · Storage facility for an individual ID number or an object name for 
each weighing process or object in the tamper-proof alibi memory

 · User ID with date and time is also saved for each weighing process

 · Individual user administration (Administrator, User, permissions, ...)

 · User Administration App can be used in many different situations

 · Simultaneous work for several users on one device (PC, tablet, 
Smartphone)

 · A large range of menu languages (DE, GB, FR, IT, ES)

 · Individual print formats for printouts, including use of logos and 
free text 

 · It is possible to read barcodes using the connected barcode 
 scanner

 · All recorded weights can be printed from the individual functions 
using a connected network printer 

 · Synchronisation of data and settings using a connected network or 
the Cloud

 · Compatible with Bluetooth 2.0 and 4.0

 · Your KERN EasyTouch system can be expanded with many more, 
useful functions, which will make your daily work easier. Please see 
the table below or visit www.kern-sohn.com for information about 
all available functions

Can’t find the function you need or do you have a particularly 
specific application?  
Then you can simply program your own customised function yourself 
– or just ask us, our team of software specialists will be happy to 
help you.

▸ simple 
Simply download the KERN EasyTouch App from the Microsoft Store® 
or Google Play®. 

The KERN EasyTouch App already contains all available functions 
right from the start. 

▸ tailor-made
To activate the function you need or the set of functions, simply follow 
the link on your EasyTouch screen to the EasyTouch Shop.

▸ easy
Test it for 4 weeks, without obligation and free of charge!

After 4 weeks the functions go into sleep mode and you decide which 
 functions you want to activate.  
The „Basic Weighing Package“ contains full database functionality.  
In addition they form the starting point for activating all other 
 EasyTouch functions.

▸ extensive
Every App license purchased allows:
 · 4 installations on PC, tablets or smartphones
 · the installation of an unlimited number of scales, measuring cells etc.
 · as well as use by as many users as you want

This is how easy a  
powerful weighing system  
can work – with the  
KERN EasyTouch App

· Laptop, tablet or smartphone
· EasyTouch App
· Suitable balances

Software KERN EasyTouch App
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ET OS –  
Basic Weighing and Laboratory 
Package
The EasyTouch operating system with all the 
basic functions: Weighing, totalising (REZ A), 
targeted dispensing, percentage weighing

▸ Page 8/9

ET Density –  
Density determination function
Simple, graphic supported density determi-
nation of solid matter and liquids, immediate 
calculation and output of the density

▸ Page 20/21

ET Dynamic –  
Animal and dynamic weighing 
function 
Calculation of the average weight over a 
specified time period. Ideal for animal weigh-
ing and weighing where the environmental 
conditions are unstable

▸ Page 22/23

ET Classify –  
Classification function
Grouping of items into weigh classes, free 
designation of classes, batch management 
with ID numbering, master data administra-
tion, etc. 

▸ Page 24/25

ET Variable –  
Free variable function
Free conversion function in freely definable 
units, master data administration of items, 
batch management with ID numbering, etc.

▸ Page 26/27

ET Difference –  
Difference function 
Monitoring function, e.g. for monitoring the 
growth of biological cell cultures, automatic 
calculation of weight differences, graphical 
display and storage of the growth pattern, 
automatic sample pan recognition by 
 barcode

▸ Page 12/13

ET Formulation –  
Mixture function
Administration of users, recipes and compo-
nents, targeted dispensing, multiplier func-
tion for bulk containers, recipe adaptation 
and recipe interrupt function, basic batch 
management, printout, etc.

▸ Page 10/11

It’s that with EasyTouch – and the best thing is, it’s your choice! 

The EasyTouch App is available in the Microsoft Store® (Windows Version) or in 
the Google Play Store® (Android Version).

First install the EasyTouch App (ET OS) and straightaway you can easily start 
working with all basic weighing functions. For more demanding weighing proce-
dures, simply select from the numerous EasyTouch functions the ones which are 
right for you.

Here is an overview of all the EasyTouch functions.

ET Lab-set – Premium Laboratory Package
Includes the following individual functions: 
ET Recipe function KERN (SET-021) + ET Difference function KERN (SET-022)

More economical as a set (SET-02)!   

Software EasyTouch – summary of all functions
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ET Safety –  
Precision & Safety function
Regular calibration function, warning and 
switch-off function, monitoring of the min-
imum sample weight, management of the 
verification or calibration of test weights and 
the balance

▸ Page 32/33

ET Save-cloud –  
Weight storage and Save-Server 
function on the internet

Cloud-based storage of weighing data in 
shared folders or server workspace

▸ Page 31

ET Save-server –  
Weight storage and Save-Server 
function
Allows the recorded weighing data to be 
saved in shared folders or server workspace.

▸ Page 30

ET Take-out –  
Take-out function
Allows negative weighing (with removal) from 
a source container, visual/audible support 
of the removal procedure, weight or piece 
display possible, statistical analysis possible, 
master data administration of items, batch 
management with ID numbering, etc.

▸ Page 28/29

ET Count –  
Piece-counting function
Master data administration of items with 
name in clear text, ID number, reference 
weight and tare weight, with rapid count-
ing function, batch management with ID 
numbering. 
Compatible with counting systems

▸ Page 16/17

ET Target-count –  
Target-counting function
Fill-to-target function: Target count or 
target weight can be programmed, numer-
ic or percentage entry of the tolerance 
through target weight or limits, master data 
 administration of items, reference weight 
and tare weight, batch management with ID 
numbering

▸ Page 18/19

ET Tolerance –  
Tolerance weighing function
Master data administration of items and 
their tolerances, numeric or percentage 
entry of the tolerance based on the target 
weight or limits, weighing process is sup-
ported audibly and with a colour bar graph, 
batch management with ID numbering

▸ Page 14/15

ET Industry-set – Premium Industrial Package
Includes the following individual functions: 
ET Tolerance weighing function (SET-031) + ET Piece-counting function (SET-032) + ET Target-counting function (SET-033)

More economical as a set (SET-03)!

ET Print –  
User-customised print format 
function
Individual, personalised generation, editing 
and storing of print forms – so easy using 
Drag and Drop.

▸ Page 34/35

Software EasyTouch –summary of all functions
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Software KERN EasyTouch App

ET software on tabletET software on laptop

Totalizing

Quick Dosing

Target range

Percentage weighing

Result log for weighing results

ET OS – EasyTouch operating system with basic functions  
ET Lab-set + ET Industry-set (weighing and laboratory package)

Features

KERN EasyTouch software can be used on 
devices with Windows (PC in Fig. 1) or Android 
operating systems (tablet in Fig. 2) I.e. you 
can use the software on PCs, laptops or 
 tablets in the same way.

The KERN EasyTouch operating system 
SET-01Basic License is the platform used 
to operate of all EasyTouch apps. 

 · Weight display: The large central weight 
display means you can easily read out or 
convert the weight into g, kg, pound, ounces 
or carat

 · Quick-Dosing: Target dosing enables entry 
of a target weight value and a permitted 
tolerance. The system gives the user visual 
and audible feedback when the target weight 
is reached when dosing. The visual feedback 
is supported through an intelligent bar graph 
with auto-focus on the target range. (3). 
Result display in the target range (4)

 · Percentage weighing: Permits display of 
the weight as a percentage in relation to a 
defined reference value. The reference value 
can be entered manually or be defined as 
the current weight = 100%. Automatic colour 
change of the bar graph (yellow, green, red) 
(5). Special function: Tolerance weighing 
with lower and upper limit values as a 
percentage. 

 · Totalizing (Rez A): Enables simple totali-
zing of different components for a recipe 
or totalizing of the same item distributed 
across different load carriers, e.g. on pallets 
(6). Every item is weighed separately, the 
software adds this to a total weight and 
displays the individual weights. Every item 
can be marked individually in the result log, 
e.g. with a batch description or item name/
ID from the master data memory. 

Particular feature: Weighings from different 
balances can be merged together. (7) See 
weighing system.

 · User administration: Running the software 
means you need to be a registered user and 
it then enables you to save measuring data 
(Conformity to standards 21 CFR Part 11). 
User roles in a hierarchical structure permit 
binding adjustment and binding operating 
system workflows.

 · Weighing systems through device 
 administration: EasyTouch can commu-
nicate both with KERN balances as well as 
third-party devices. During processing, it is 
possible to select between different balan-
ces, i.e. high-capacity balances for coarse 
measurements and precision balances for 
fine measurements (weighing system). All 
measuring results of all balances are stored 
in a standardised result log, including origin 
of the data from each balance (Conformity 
to standards 21 CFR Part 11 amongst other 
standards).

 · Language administration: System languages 
are GB, FR, ES, IT, DE for clear display of 
work steps. Other languages can be added. 

 · Central master data memory: All master 
data is stored here, centrally. This means 
that the same master data only needs to be 
recorded once for use in different applica-
tions (e.g. recipes, components, etc.). The 
master data can be copied manually from 
device to device (e.g. using a USB stick) or 
can be synchronised automatically using 
a network, e.g. recipes or components. 
 Changes  to master data can be blocked for 
certain user groups (8)
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Software KERN EasyTouch App

 · Central measurement data memory 
(Save-Data Local): All printed and stored 
weighing data and measurement data are 
stored in this memory. Storage is either on a 
local display device (9) or a central server 
directory for all connected weighing systems 
(Save-Data Server or Save-Data Cloud). 
All stored data is saved in a tamper-proof 
manner and therefore cannot be changed. 
Changes to master data are also secured in   
a dynamic data memory so that they are 
tamper-proof (Data traceability) (10).  
Dynamic data can be recalled and printed 
out at any time or exported as a table.

 · PC print function & Barcode-Scan 
 Function: Running the EasyTouch software 
in a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. In particular, standard 
Windows printers, label printers, barcode rea-
ders to read barcode labels and much more.

 · Manual TARE function: In each program 
point, the software user can manually reset 
the balance to zero (tare) or preset a fixed 
tare.

 · Verified operation: Currently, EasyTouch 
does not have approval for verified operati-
on. In the meantime we recommend that for 
verified applications, you only use balances 
with an alibi data memory which have been 
assessed for conformity, in order to properly 
document the measuring data relevant for 
verified applications. EasyTouch can be used 
straightaway for master data storage and 
process support. 

 · The software can be used to carry out  
adjustments (for certain KERN models). 
This function is activated later.

 · Weighing units can be selected: g, kg, 
pound, ounces, Carat

 · Software à la carte: KERN EasyTouch soft-
ware can be compiled to suit each individual 
requirement. This basic licence SET-01 
(operating system) is always required to be 
able to operate EasyTouch. All EasyTouch 
Apps can be run on the basis of this soft-
ware, as long as they do not use other apps 
as a basis. This means that EasyTouch can 
be configured to be efficient in terms of cost 
and effort so that it is lean, in order to meet 
individual requirements.

 · Existing devices and third-party devices: 
EasyTouch can communicate with selec-
ted current KERN balances as well as with 
many existing KERN balances and also with 
appropriate third-party devices from other 
manufacturers. Step by step, more KERN 
devices are being added to EasyTouch and 
more balances from other manufacturers are 
connectable. See www.kern-sohn.com for 
the current device list.

Options

 · Professional display unit/tablet for deman-
ding weighing procedures. IP 64 protected 
with Ethernet and many other cable-based  
connection options to machines and 
 networks as well as operation of EasyTouch 
and to connect digital weighing platforms.  
KERN KTB-T, € 1290,– 

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measure-
ment data in a central, local server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed.. KERN SET-10, € 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances – terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC (1), laptop or tablet (2).

Central master data memory Dynamic measurement data memoryCentral measurement data memory (Save-Data 
Local) 

 
 
ET OS  
with basic functions

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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KERN SET-021 EasyTouch Formulation

Neu!

Formulation
Formula ID ICE03 

Total weight 2,619.61 g 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 16:28:44

User admin 

Component Data Table:

component 
Id

Comp. Name
Batch 
ID 
No.

Initial 
Target

Target 
weight

Tare 
weight 

Net Weight
Gross 
Weight

Machine 
Details

C001 Milk, heat 
treated

1,714.00 
g

1,963.57 
g

3.57 
g

1,839.67 
g

1,843.24 
g

KDP 
3000-
2

C002 Sugar,white 514.00 g 591.99 g 3.57 
g

579.95 g 583.52 g KDP 
3000-
2

C003 Vanilla 
Powder

173.00 g 173.00 g 3.57 
g

199.99 g 203.56 g KDP 
3000-
2

Device Info:
Used Device Serial Number Internal Code Last Adjustment

KDP 3000-2 W1805832 Laboratory 1 2020-01-22 

Additional Information:
Customer Name 

Order / Batch Number

Cost Center 

Comments

Temperature 21 C 

KERN & Sohn GmbH, Ziegelei 1, 72336, Balingen, Germany 
Tel: 0049 74339933, E-mail: info@kern-sohn.com

1

2

3

4

6

5

www.kern-sohn.com · Order hotline +49 7433 9933 - 0Software EasyTouch

Software KERN EasyTouch App

ET Formulation – Recipe function

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)  
SET-021 is part of the SET-02 Premium 
Laboratory package with “Difference func-
tion” at a bargain price

 · Batch management: Double batch manage-
ment, which enables recording and archiving 
(1) of batch information of the incoming 
material (components), as well as entering 
and storing (2) batch information for the 
end product – the recipe. (Pharma Conformi-
ty to standards 21 CFR Part 11) 

 · Weighing systems through device admi-
nistration: During processing, it is possible 
to select between different balances, i.e. 
high-capacity balances for coarse measu-
rements and precision balances for fine 
measurements (weighing system). The 
measuring results of all balances are stored 
in a standardised result log, including origin 
of the data from each balance (standard 
conformity 21 CFR Part 11). (9)

 · Graphical results display: Display of the 
individual components in the form of a bar 
graph for easy viewing of the proportional 
weight elements of the recipe components (3)

 · Automatic correction function: After 
accidental overdosing of a component, 
the system automatically calculates which 
quantities of the other components will need 
to be added afterwards. In the workflow, 
the user is guided step-by-step through 
the other components with the appropriate 
target weights. Graphical display of the 
quantities still to be dosed (4). 

 · Printout: PC print function for a clear 
printout of all recipe data.Can be printed out 
using a standard PC printer (5). As an alter-

native a compact label can be printed out to 
affix to the filled bottle or container.

 · Automatic multiplier function: The user 
only has to enter the required total weight 
for an order to the recipe. The system then 
automatically calculates the necessary quan-
tities for the components (6)

 · Lock function for recipes: Prevents chan-
ges to the recipes. In the basic settings for 
the recipe, the right to change the recipe can 
be limited to specific user groups.

 · Pause function: A recipe can be set so that 
interruptions are permitted. In this case, a 
recipe can be saved when it is not complete. 
When it is called up again, the user will be 
taken straight to the step where the recipe 
was stopped before. In this way, you can 
then continue seamlessly with the recipe.

 · Central component administration: Com-
ponents of the recipes are stored in the cen-
tral master data memory and can be used in 
different recipes. You can recall a component 
by barcode using its ID number. An image can 
be stored for each component (7).

 · Open or fixed component sequence: 
When planning a recipe you can determine 
whether it is essential that the components 
are added in the sequence they are input or 
whether the components can be entered in 
any order (8).

 · Dosing assistant: When weighing into a 
container, the system gives the user visual 
and audible feedback when the target weight 
is reached. The visual feedback is suppor-
ted through an intelligent bar graph with 
auto-focus on the target range. The audible 
feedback is by means of a beep.

Print protocol

Archive batch management

Save batch management

Graphical results display

Automatic correction function

Automatic multiplier function
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Formulation
Formula ID ICE03 

Total weight 2,619.61 g 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 16:28:44

User admin 

Component Data Table:

component 
Id

Comp. Name
Batch 
ID 
No.

Initial 
Target

Target 
weight

Tare 
weight 

Net Weight
Gross 
Weight

Machine 
Details

C001 Milk, heat 
treated

1,714.00 
g

1,963.57 
g

3.57 
g

1,839.67 
g

1,843.24 
g

KDP 
3000-
2

C002 Sugar,white 514.00 g 591.99 g 3.57 
g

579.95 g 583.52 g KDP 
3000-
2

C003 Vanilla 
Powder

173.00 g 173.00 g 3.57 
g

199.99 g 203.56 g KDP 
3000-
2

Device Info:
Used Device Serial Number Internal Code Last Adjustment

KDP 3000-2 W1805832 Laboratory 1 2020-01-22 

Additional Information:
Customer Name 

Order / Batch Number

Cost Center 

Comments

Temperature 21 C 

KERN & Sohn GmbH, Ziegelei 1, 72336, Balingen, Germany 
Tel: 0049 74339933, E-mail: info@kern-sohn.com

10 11

KERN  

€
SET-21 250,-
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Software KERN EasyTouch App

STANDARD OPTION

 · Component bars: Clear display of the 
proportions of the components to one 
another, which components have already 
been successfully added (green), which 
components are next in the sequence to be 
added (orange) and which components have 
not yet been added (grey).(10) With open 
sequences, you can select the next compo-
nent manually by clicking on the appropriate 
component (11). 

 · Safety warning: It is possible for a free-text 
comment for the recipe to be displayed pro-
minently every time a new recipe-weighing 
procedure is started. This information can be 
used for safety instructions or warnings, for 
example.

 · Central measurement data memory: 
All printed and stored weighing data and 
measurement data is stored in this memory. 
Storage is either on a local display device or 
a central server directory for all connected 
weighing systems (Save-Server). All stored 
data is saved in a tamper-proof manner and 
therefore cannot be changed. Changes to 
master data (e.g. recipes) are also secured 
in a dynamic data memory so that they are 
tamper-proof (Data traceability). Dynamic 
data can be recalled and printed out at any 
time or exported as a table.

 · Recipe weighing without removal of the 
substance added each time (continuous ad-
dition) or with removal of each substance 
(individual weighing of each substance on its 
own) are both possible. With recipe weighing 
without removal you just need to press the 
TARE key after each substance.

Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measu-
rement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,-

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. . 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

 · In future: SET-12 Pharmaceutical set: This 
program package is based on the SET-021 
and covers the following processes in the 
pharmaceutical industry for the production 
of cosmetics and baby food or food supple-
ments or similar products:  
Production (SET-121), production line-based 
Quality monitoring (SET-122) and filling as 
well as labelling (SET-133).  
Also available: Template for software validati-
on (SET-124) and Anti-Cybercrime function 

(SET-125) for complete separation of the 
system from networks in the case of an 
emergency 

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tablet) 
at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Central component administration

Component bars

Fixed or open component sequence

Manual selection of next component

 
 
ET Formulation  
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

Device administration
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Marking of sample carriers

Repeating weighing sequences

Recall of sample carrier

New operation - difference weighing

Central master data memory

Graphical evaluation of the differences

ET Difference – Difference function with difference weighing 
e.g. the growth of cell cultures

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is SET-01 
ET OS (basic package). SET-022 is part of 
SET-02 Premium Laboratory package with 
“Recipe function” at a bargain price

 · The difference function supports monitor-
ing and evaluation of growth or change 
processes, as could occur, for example, in 
biological test sequences with cell cultures 
(monitoring). In this App you can define and 
mark as many sample carriers as you want, 
e.g. petri dishes (with culture media) (4).

 ·  The samples to be monitored are added 
to these sample carriers and the initial 
weights are recorded in the App. Using 
the Difference App, these sample carriers 
can be weighed again and again at regular 
intervals. The Difference App automatically 
calculates the weight difference, i.e. the 
difference compared with the initial weight 
(e.g. the growth or other biological, chem-
ical changes). These differences are saved 
and evaluated. Statistical evaluation of any 
differences can be downloaded as graphics 
and as data. (5)

 · Graphical step-by-step instructions: 
The illustrated guide takes the user safely 
through the workflow when using difference 
weighing. (1)

 · Repeating weighing sequences: It is 
possible to carry out as many repeats of a 
weighing sequence as you want. I.e. sample 
carriers with cell cultures can, for example, 
be weighed as often as required and can 
therefore be monitored for as long as you 
want. (2)

 · Recalling the relevant sample carrier can be 
carried out either automatically, in accordan-
ce with the defined sequence, or manually 
using the ID number of the sample carrier, 
which can be scanned using a barcode, for 
example. (3) In this way, the risk of confu-
sion and missed weighings is minimised. 

 · Central master data memory: Differen-
ce-weighing sequences can be stored in the 
memory of the system with the number of 
the containers (e.g. petri dishes), container 
IDs, ID number of the sequence, name of the 
sequence, batch name, etc.. In this way the 
data for this sequence does not have to be 
entered again for each repeated sequence, 
but can be easily recalled from the memory. 
The tare values for the petri dishes can also 
be stored in the master data memory. These 
are then automatically deducted from each 
weighing result (6).
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Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all meas-
urement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data 
memory function for all connected ET sys-
tems as Save-Data Server. The difference is 
that in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location 
is a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tablet) 
at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

 
 
ET Difference  
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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ET Tolerance - Tolerance weighing function 

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is SET-01 
ET OS (basic package). SET-031 is part of 
SET-03 Premium Industrial package with 
“Piece-counting function” and “Target-count-
ing function” at a bargain price. 

 · The tolerance-weighing App allows rapid, 
simple as well as complex checkweighing 
procedures. For this, the user specifies a 
lower and an upper weight limit. Using the 
EasyTouch system, a range of objects can be 
weighed and the system indicates whether 
that particular weight is within the defined 
limits or is outside those limits. This function 
in many applications, including sorting, por-
tion division as well as order picking.

 · You can enter the limits very quickly in Ea-
syTouch Tolerance using the touchscreen or 
by entering them in the appropriate field on 
the PC. (1) The limits can be entered in two 
ways: either just with the lower and upper 
limit (absolute limit) (3) or using a target 
value with an upper and lower permitted 
deviation (2). The permitted deviations can 
be entered either in “g” (as an absolute val-
ue) or in “%” of the target value (as a relative 
value) (5) 

 · Central master data memory: Checkweigh-
ing objects can be stored in the memory 
of the system with a target weight, as well 
as lower and upper limits. In this way these 
limits do not have to constantly be entered 
again, but can be easily recalled from the 
memory. In the master data memory you 
can also store a possible tare value for the 
typical packaging, box or container which is 
typically used for the object and which will 
then be deducted automatically from the 
weighing result. (6) 

 · ID security: It offers the possibility of stor-
ing each weighed and stored weighing result 
with a unique ID number (Dynamic Object 
ID) and an ID name (Dynamic Object Name). 
Storage can be triggered either semi-auto-
matically or fully automatically and this will 
always happen after the weight has been 
removed from the balance and then a load 
has been applied. This means that the user 
does not have to press any keys to save the 
weights and can work efficiently. (4) 

 · Colour bar graph: Through the colour bar 
graph, the user is shown quickly and clearly, 
whether the weighing result is below, within 
or above the tolerance range. The red “I” 
result marking also shows the user where 
exactly the weight is within the tolerance 
range.

 · Full mode: In full mode, the complete weigh-
ing range of the screen is shown in colour, 
with the relevant colour for the tolerance 
weighing result. In this way the user has an 
even clearer indication of the relevant toler-
ance result. (7)

 · Batch ID: In addition for “ID security” of 
each individual object, a “Batch ID” can be 
assigned for a full test batch. This batch ID 
number is saved with each individual mem-
ory. (8) In this way, you guarantee that later 
all stored results in the dynamic data memo-
ry can be identified with this batch ID. (9)

Define target value

Permitted deviation

Absolute limits

Dynamic object data

Permitted deviations

Master data memory
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 · Tolerance function in pieces: It is possible 
to operate the checkweighing function in 
pieces instead of g/kg. To do this, enter 
the individual weight of the objects to be 
counted (reference weight) as well as the 
target quantity and the upper and lower limit 
quantities. (10)

 · Tolerance function in percent: It is possi-
ble to operate the checkweighing function 
as a percentage instead of g/kg. To do this, 
enter the target value as well as the upper 
and lower values in percent.

Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all meas-
urement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- (7)

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data 
memory function for all connected ET sys-
tems as Save-Data Server. The difference is 
that in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location 
is a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly 

 · SET-261 Voice Output in the future: With 
this option, individual voice or sound files 
can be stored in the system for specific 
events. As soon as the event occurs, the sys-
tem plays the individual sound file instead of 
the standard sound file in this case. In this 
way, for example, clear voice output can be 
stored for workshops for the blind, such as 
“too light”, “OK” or “too heavy”.  
KERN SET-261, € 80,-

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on up 
to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tablet) at 
the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as many 
balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Display in full mode Batch ID in the dynamic data memoryBatch ID 

Tolerance function in pieces

 
 
ET Tolerance 
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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KERN SET-032 EasyTouch Count

Piece Counting

Master Object ID 
C00012 

Master Object Name 
Fixing Element #17 649 

Dynamic Object id 
FEX #17e9578 

Dynamic Object name 
Fixing Element Sample 

Quantity 
1429 pcs 

Net Result 
200.10 g 

Tare weight 
3.57 g 

Gross Weight
203.67 g 

Reference weight 
0.140 g 

Date 
2020-01-22 

Time 
17:30:00

User 
admin 

Used Device 
KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number 
W1805832 

Last Adjustment 
2020-01-22 

Internal Code 
Laboratory 1 

KERN & Sohn GmbH, Ziegelei 1, 72336, Balingen, Germany 

Tel: 0049 7433 9933, E-mail: info@kern-sohn.com
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ET Count – Piece-counting function 

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is SET-01 
ET OS (basic package). SET-032 is part of 
SET-03 Premium Industrial package   
with “Tolerance weighing function” and 
“Target-counting function” at a bargain price.

 · Reference weight entry: The reference 
weight can be obtained in various ways: 
e.g. through manual entry of the reference 
weight and division calculation of the refe-
rence quantity, if necessary. The reference 
weight can be entered with as many decimal 
places as required. In this way, for example, 
reference weights can be used, which have 
been obtained from precision balances (1). 
Typically, the reference weight is obtained 
by placing the counted reference quantity 
on the balance and division using one of the 
predefined quantity keys (2); or by placing a 
separate reference quantity on the balance 
and dividing by a reference quantity which 
is entered separately (3); or by selecting an 
object from the master data memory with 
stored reference weight (4).

 · Central master data memory: Piece- 
counting objects can be stored in the 
memory of the system with a reference 
weight, tare weight, name, ID number etc. 
In this way the reference weight does not 
have to constantly be entered again, but can 
be easily recalled from the memory. In the 
master data memory you can also store a 
possible tare value for the typical packaging, 
box or container which is typically used for 
the object and which will then be deducted 
automatically from the weighing result (pre 
tare). (5)

 · This highly-efficient workflow is possible 
with up-to-date master data: 
Selection of the relevant object to be coun-
ted from the master data memory (e.g. by 
scanning a barcode) ▸ Placing the counted 
quantity into the known tare container onto 
the balance ▸ Reading the counting result 
(and storage, if necessary) ▸ done! This 
means that, in comparison with traditional 
counting balances, the time-consuming 
weighing and calculating of the reference 
weight is no longer necessary.

 · Changes to master data – in particular the 
reference weights - are secured in a dyna-
mic data memory with the responsible user 
and time stamp (Data Traceability). 
By doing this, the age of a stored reference 
weight is transparent, as is whether this 
value should be updated. It is possible to 
calculate a new reference weight easily and 
conveniently through piece counting and 
update the master data memory.

 · Precise counting: Automatic reference 
optimisation improves the average value of 
the parts weight and in levels and therefo-
re increases the accuracy of the counting 
result.

 · PC print function and barcode scan fun-
ction: Running the EasyTouch software in 
a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. In particular, standard 
Windows printers and PC label printers can 
print out a wide range of counting slips or 
compact adhesive labels with the counting 
result in the format you have defined. (6)

Define reference weight …

… with predefined quantity keys

… through entry of indiv. Reference quantity

… from reference weights stored in the memory

Central master data memory

Printout of counting result
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 · Counting system function: Due to the fact 
that you can connect as many balances to 
the EasyTouch as you like and the support 
of different balances in the piece-counting 
function, you can run a counting system (7). 
In this way, the EasyTouch piece-counting 
function can be used in the same way with a 
precision balance for accurate determination 
of small reference objects and a platform 
scale for counting larger quantities. Both ba-
lances can be verified. Using the EasyTouch 
counting system, components can be freely 
selected from the counting system (8) 

 · ID security: It offers the possibility of sto-
ring each counted and stored counting result 
with a unique ID number (Dynamic Object 
ID) and an ID name (Dynamic Object Name). 
Storage can be triggered either semi-auto-
matically or fully automatically and this will 
always happen after the weight has been 
removed from the balance and then a load 
has been applied. This means that the user 
does not have to press any keys to save the 
weights and can work efficiently.

Options

 · The central data memory function Save-Ser-
ver for additional storage of all measurement 
data in a central server directory. By doing 
this the measurement data of all connected 
EasyTouch weighing systems as well as from 
all installed EasyTouch Apps will be stored. 
A particular benefit of doing this for those 
users with several weighing systems is that 
all weighing data is consolidated in just one 
database and you can search for individual 
measurement data from several balances in 
just one table. The Save Server data memory 
is also tamper-proof and cannot be changed. 
KERN SET-10, € 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly  

 · Target Count: This automatic Fill-to-tar-
get function allows you to enter a target 
quantity. When you are getting near to or 
you reach the target quantity, an audible and 
visual signal will be emitted. Ideal for e.g. for 
order-picking activities,  
KERN SET-033, € 150,- (9)

 · Checkweighing in pieces: This function 
allows you to weigh in the tolerance range, 
but with a results display showing pieces in-
stead of g/kg. In this function you can store 
a lower and an upper limit for the item. The 
system gives a different result depending 
on whether the counting result is within or 
outside the tolerance range off:  
KERN SET-031, € 150,- (10)

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Operation with counting system function Free selection of the counting system components Fill-to-target function

Checkweighing in pieces

 
 
ET Count  
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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Target Count

Master Object ID 
C00012 

Master Object Name 
Fixing Element #17 649 

Dynamic Object id 

Dynamic Object name 

Quantity , applied 
1001 pcs 

Target Quantity 
1,000.00 pcs 

Lower Tol
980.00 pcs

Upper Tol
1,040.00 pcs

Reference weight 
0.140 g 

Gross Weight 
143.70 g 

Tare weight 
3.57 g 

Net Result 
140.15 g 

Result 
Ok 

Date 
2020-01-22 

Time 
17:48:58

User 
admin 

Used Device 
KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number 
W1805832 

Last Adjustment 
2020-01-22 

Internal Code 
Laboratory 1 

KERN & Sohn GmbH, Ziegelei 1, 72336, Balingen, Germany 

Tel: 0049 74339933 E-mail: info@kern-sohn.com
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Entering upper/lower tolerance values

Underfill display

Overfill display

ID security

Printout of counting result

ET Target-count – Target-counting function 

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is SET-
01 ET OS (basic package). SET-032 is part 
of SET-03 Premium Industrial package 
with “Tolerance weighing function” and 
“Piece-counting function” at a bargain price.

 · The Target-Count function enables extremely 
convenient target piece-counting. You can 
enter a target quantity with just one click. 
In addition, a lower and an upper tolerance 
value can be entered separately (1)

 · Visual and audible output of the target 
counting result, both visually (with coloured 
bar graph) and audible (using beep signals). 
This means that the operator can give their 
full attention to the filling process, without 
having to constantly monitor the weight. 
Different displays for underfill (2) and over-
fill (3) as well as correct filling level (main 
screen).

 · The target counting function is ideal for 
order-picking procedures, which are critical 
in terms of number of pieces, e.g. in industry 
or workshops for people with disabilities

 · The target-counting function contains the 
same functions to determine the refe-
rence weight of the counted parts as the 
piece-counting function (SET-032).

 · Central master data memory: In addition 
to the master data for the piece-counting 
function (SET-032), you can store and recall 

the target value for piece-counting, as well 
as the lower and upper limits and the tare 
value for the container. This also enables the 
highly-efficient workflow for the piece-coun-
ting function (see: SET-032).

 · Precise counting: Automatic reference 
optimisation improves the average value of 
the parts weight and in levels and therefo-
re increases the accuracy of the counting 
result.

 · PC print function and barcode scan func-
tion: For this, the same convenient functions 
are available as for the piece-counting 
function (SET-032). (4)

 · Counting system function: Here too, the 
reference weight can be obtained precisely 
through a counting system.

 · ID security: It offers the possibility of sto-
ring each counted and stored counting result 
with a unique ID number (Dynamic Object 
ID) and an ID name (Dynamic Object Name 
or batch management). Storage can be 
triggered either semi-automatically or fully 
automatically and this will always happen 
after the weight has been removed from the 
balance and then a load has been applied. 
This means that the user does not have to 
press any buttons to save the weights and 
can work efficiently. (5)
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Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measure-
ment data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,-

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly  

 · Checkweighing in pieces: This function 
allows you to weigh in the tolerance range, 
but with a results display showing pieces in-
stead of g/kg. In this function you can store 
a lower and an upper limit for the item. The 
system gives a different result depending 
on whether the counting result is within or 
outside the tolerance range.  
KERN SET-031, € 150,-

 · In future: SET-261 Voice Output: With this 
option, individual voice or sound files can be 
stored in the system for specific events. As 
soon as the event occurs, the system plays 
the individual sound file instead of the stan-
dard sound file in this case. In this way, for 
example, clear voice output can be stored 
for workshops for the blind, such as “too 
light”, “OK” or “too heavy”. 
KERN SET-261, € 80,-

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

 
 
ET Target-count  
function

Price  
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ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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Step-by-step Workflow

Selection of solid or liquid

Temperature information

Density determination set
ET Density – Density determination function 

Features

Guidance through density determination 
of solid matter and liquids is particularly 
user-friendly and uses graphics, the densi-
ty is calculated and output immediately

 · Role of the App: the required basis is SET-01 
ET OS (basic package)

 · The density function permits professional 
determination of density of solid objects 
and liquids in accordance with the gravimet-
ric-Archimedean principle (through weighing 
both in air and a reference liquid). To do this, 
you would typically use a precision balance 
with a resolution of 0.01 g or 0.001 g or an 
analytical balance with 0.1 mg and density 
determination kit (1).

 · Using this EasyTouch App you can calculate 
the specific density of both solid objects as 
well as liquids (2).

 · Determining density of solids using buoyan-
cy: Selection of predefined liquid media is 
also possible, as well as the definition of 
individual liquid media with their specific 
density at a specific temperature (3). This 
means that individual liquid media at indivi-
dual temperatures can be added with their 
specific density values. 

 · Determining densities of liquids using spe-
cial plummets (optional) with defined volume 
(5). Individual plummets can also be created 
and stored in the master data memory (6). 

 · Predefined workflow supports the user 
in a step-by-step procedure to determine 
density. In this way, errors in the work 
sequence and calculation errors are kept to 
a minimum. (4)

 · PC print function and barcode scan 
function: Running the EasyTouch software 
in a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. 
In particular, standard Windows printers 
and PC label printers can print out a wide 
range of print protocols or compact adhesive 
labels with the result from the density deter-
mination procedure in the format you have 
defined. (7)

 · ID security: ID security offers the possibility 
of storing each density result obtained with 
a unique ID number (Dynamic Object ID) and 
an ID name (Dynamic Object Name). (8)

Density determination using plummets with  
defined volumes
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Density Measurement
Master Object ID B-2354 

Master Object Name Metal alloy 

Dynamic Object id 42 

Dynamic Object name 42 

Target weight - 

Net Result - 

Used Device KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number W1805832 

Last Adjustment 2020-01-22 

Internal Code Laboratory 1 

Tare weight 0.00 g 

Gross Weight 499.94 

Result 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 13:13:49

User admin 

6 8
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STANDARD OPTION

Options

 · The central data memory function Save-Ser-
ver for additional storage of all measure-
ment data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

 · Density determination kit for the KERN 
precision balance being used (1), can be 
retrofitted. KERN will be happy to help you 
select the right product.

 · Plummet for determining the density of 
liquids with defined volume:  
KERN YDB-A04, € 40,-

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Central master data memory ID security

Print protocol measurement
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Specifying the time period

ID security

Remaining measurement duration

Average value of the weighing procedure

Central master data memory

Dynamic memory

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The dynamic weighing function (e.g. for 
weighing fidgety animals) is a convenient 
solution, where one-off weighings are not 
possible because the item to be weighed 
is not still or the environmental conditions 
are unstable. In these cases, the solution is 
often to record the (unstable) weights over a 
longer period of time and then calculate an 
accurate average value from these weights.

 · In the KERN EasyTouch dynamic weighing 
function it is easy to define a time period   
manually in seconds during which the 
weighing results should be recorded (1). 
During the course of a dynamic weighing 
procedure, the remaining time period will be 
shown clearly at all times through a clock 
which displays the remaining time (2).

 · The dynamic weighing result appears in “kg 
C” or “g C”. “C” indicates that the weighing 
result has been calculated as an average 
value (3).

 · Central master data memory: Dynamic 
weighing objects can be stored in the 
memory of the system with measurement 
duration (in seconds), name, ID number, 
image, etc. In this way this data does not 
have to constantly be entered again, but can 
be easily recalled from the memory. In the 
master data memory you can also store a 
possible tare value for the typical packaging, 
box or container which is typically used for 
the object and which will then be deducted 
automatically from the weighing result  (pre 
tare) (4).

 · ID security: “ID security” offers the possibi-
lity of storing each weighed and stored result 
with a unique ID number (Dynamic Object ID) 
and an ID name (Dynamic Object Name) (5). 
Storage can be triggered either semi-auto-
matically (green mode) or fully-automatically 
(red mode). This means that the user does 
not have to press any keys to save the 
weights and can work efficiently (6).

 · PC print function and barcode scan 
function: Running the EasyTouch software 
in a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. In particular, standard 
Windows printers and PC label printers can 
print out a wide range of print protocols 
or compact adhesive labels with the result 
from the dynamic weighing procedure in the 
format you have defined. (9)

ET Dynamic – Animal and dynamic weighing function
(e.g. animal weighing mode)
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Dynamic Weighing
Master Object ID Pearls 

Master Object Name Perls 

Dynamic Object id 0001 

Dynamic Object name Perl sample test 1 

Result 52.07 g C

Duration 10 Sec 

Used Device KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number W1805832 

Last Adjustment 2020-01-22 

Internal Code Laboratory 1 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 13:33:55

User admin 
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Rubber mat

Print protocol measurement

Options

 · The central data memory function 
Save-Server for additional storage of all 
measurement data in a central server direc-
tory. By doing this the measurement data of 
all connected EasyTouch weighing systems 
as well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps 
will be stored. A particular benefit of doing 
this for those users with several weighing 
systems is that all weighing data is conso-
lidated in just one database and you can 
search for individual measurement data from 
several balances in just one table. The Save 
Server data memory is also tamper-proof 
and cannot be changed. (8) KERN SET-10, 
€ 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

 · Rubber mat for platform scale for animal 
weighing, W×D 945x505 mm (7), 
KERN EOE-A01, € 45,- 

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Save-Server 
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Display of weighing class

Predefined/new tolerance classes

ID security

Entering tolerance classes

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The purpose of the classification function 
is to be able to group objects into specified 
weight classes. The weight classes can be 
freely defined. This function is for easy and 
convenient sorting of objects and means 
that the user does not have to read off and 
interpret the weighing result.

 · Display of the classification result: In 
the result, the correct weight class will be 
shown in relation to the current object to be 
weighed. In addition the current class will be 
marked as the active field and the weighing 
position within the class will be displayed 
using a small arrow (1).

 · Entering tolerance classes can be carried 
out conveniently using individual class names 
(which will be automatically incremented) 
with lower and upper tolerance values, with 
a price and individual comment for each 
class if required. As an alternative, prede-
fined class descriptions can also be selected 
and these may have individual limits. (2)

 · Endless classes are possible: Class limits 
from 0 to a target value or from a target 
value to infinity can be selected as class li-
mits. You can also set class limits with gaps. 
These gaps are handled as “class-less”.

 · Central master data memory: Classifica-
tion objects can be stored in the memory of 
the system with classification profile, class 
name, appropriate lower and upper toleran-
ce values, if necessary price and comment 
depending on the class, as well as ID number 
and ID name, image, etc. In this way these 
values do not have to constantly be entered 
again, but can be easily recalled from the 
memory. In the master data memory you 
can also store a possible tare value for the 
typical packaging, box or container which is 
typically used for the object and which will 
then be deducted automatically from the 
weighing result.

 · ID security: “ID security” offers the 
possibility of storing each weighed and 
stored classification result with a unique ID 
number (Dynamic Object ID) and an ID name 
(Dynamic Object Name). (3) Storage can be 
triggered either semi-automatically or fully 
automatically and this will always happen 
after the weight has been removed from the 
balance and then a load has been applied. 
This means that the user does not have to 
press any keys to save the weights and can 
therefore work efficiently. (4) 

 · PC print function and barcode scan 
function: Running the EasyTouch software 
in a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. In particular, standard 
Windows printers and PC label printers can 
print out a wide range of weighing slips from 
the classification procedure or compact 
adhesive labels with the classification result 
in the format you have defined. (5)

ET Classify – Classification function

Mass storage
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KERN SET-06 EasyTouch Classify

Classification
Master Object ID Eggs 

Master Object Name E6325 

Dynamic Object id 21548 

Dynamic Object name A48261 

Master Class Egg

Class Applied Egg S 

Weight 40.07 g 

Price 0.8 € 

Comments S 

Used Device KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number W1805832 

Last Adjustment 2020-01-22 

Internal Code Laboratory 1 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 14:50:43

User admin 
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Print protocol classification

Master data memory

Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measure-
ment data in a central server directory. (6) 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,-

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- /monthly

 · In future: SET-261 Voice Output: With this 
option, individual voice or sound files can be 
stored in the system for specific events. As 
soon as the event occurs, the system plays 
the individual sound file instead of the stan-
dard sound file in this case. In this way, for 
example, clear voice output can be stored 
for workshops for the blind, such as “Class 
1”, “Type B” or “too heavy”.  
KERN SET-261, € 80,-

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated 
on up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, 
tablet) at the same time, working indepen-
dently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.
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ET Variable – Free Variable Function

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The functionality of the freely-variable App is 
to determine other physical properties of the 
items being weighed, which are related in a 
linear way with their weight. This function is 
used, for example, to determine the length 
of cable or thread or to calculate the surface 
area (or size) of paper, cardboard or other 
materials.

 · The weighing result is automatically con-
verted to the defined target unit and output 
as shown (1).

 · A new conversion formula can be entered 
easily and quickly. The formula can refer to 
“g” or “kg”. In addition, the formula can be 
given a name and a description. The conver-
ted result unit can also be freely defined (2).

 · Previously stored formulae can easily be 
selected and applied (3).

 · Central master data memory: Free variable 
objects can be stored in the memory of the 
system with free variable profile, name, ID, 
image, etc.. In this way these values do not 
have to constantly be entered again, but 
can be easily recalled from the memory. In 
the master data memory you can also store 
a possible tare value for the typical packa-
ging, box or thread spool which is typically 
used for the object and which will then be 
deducted automatically from the weighing 
result. (4)

 · ID security: “ID security” offers the possibi-
lity of storing each weighed and stored result 
with a unique ID number (Dynamic Object 
ID) and an ID name (Dynamic Object Name). 
Storage can be triggered either semi-auto-
matically or fully automatically and this will 
always happen after the weight has been 
removed from the balance and then a load 
has been applied. This means that the user 
does not have to press any keys to save the 
weights and can work efficiently (5). 

· PC print function and barcode scan 
function: Running the EasyTouch software 
in a Windows or Android environment means 
that you can use the complete PC/tablet 
accessory structure. In particular, standard 
Windows printers and PC label printers can 
print out a wide range of weighing slips from 
the freely-variable results or compact adhe-
sive labels with the result in the format you 
have defined. (6)

Weighing result

Stored formulae

Definition of conversion formula

Dynamic memory

Master data memory
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KERN SET-07 EasyTouch Variable

Free Variable
Master Object ID IDCW32 

Master Object Name 

Dynamic Object id 

Dynamic Object name 

Measured Value 8.03 m 

Net Result 1,003.37 g 

Reference weight 1,000.00 g 

Conversion Unit 8 m 

Tare weight 0.00 g 

Gross Weight 8.03 g 

Used Device KDP 3000-2 

Serial Number W1805832 

Last Adjustment 2020-01-22 

Internal Code Laboratory 1 

Date 2020-01-22 

Time 15:54:45

User admin 

KERN & Sohn GmbH, Ziegelei 1, 72336, Balingen, Germany 
Tel: null, E-mail: null // kern-sohn.com
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Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measu-
rement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- 

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- /monthly

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Free variable print protocol
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ET Take-out – The take-out function enables negative  
weighing out of a source container

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The Take-out function allows highly-effi-
cient, rapid removal of defined portions 
from a source container. When doing this, 
the source container is positioned on the ba-
lance. The balance shows the user whether 
a portion has been taken out properly or not, 
using visual and audible feedback. Each cor-
rect take/out operation will be displayed and 
stored by the system (“Negative weighing” 
or “Weighing by removing items”).

 · With this take-out aid, portions can be 
taken out rapidly and easily. Accurate data 
storage by the system allows you to see at 
first glance, how many portions have been 
taken out and how high the quantity loss is 
per portion in comparison with the target 
quantity.

 · Colour bar graph: Through the colour bar 
graph, the user is shown quickly and clearly, 
whether the weighing result is below (1), 
within (3) or above (2) the stored toleran-
ce range. The blue “I” result marking also 
shows the user where exactly the weight is 
within the tolerance range. 

 · The target weights of the portions can 
be entered easily or can be taken from the 
current weight on the balance and be stored 
with a permitted tolerance (4). Using the 
“Quick keys” 1 to 4, take-out items can be 
stored and quickly recalled (5). 

 · Central master data memory: Take-out 
objects can be stored in the memory of the 
system with portion weight, permitted tole-
rance, ID number, name, image, etc.  
In this way this data does not have to cons-
tantly be entered again, but can be easily 

recalled from the memory. In the master 
data memory you can also store a possible 
tare value for the typical packaging, box or 
container which is typically used for the total 
quantity and which will then be deducted 
automatically from the weighing result. (6)

 · ID security: “ID security” offers the pos-
sibility of storing each weighed and stored 
weighing result with a unique ID number 
(Dynamic Object ID) and an ID name (Dyna-
mic Object Name). Storage can be triggered 
at the end of each take-out sequence either 
semi-automatically (green mode) or fully-au-
tomatically (red mode). This means that the 
user does not have to press any buttons to 
save the weights and can work efficiently. 
(7) 

 · Batch description: Each take-out sequence 
can be stored with customer order name, 
 number and with its own batch number.

 · Statistical evaluation: For each take-out 
sequence the system evaluates the material 
loss in the sense of a take-out value above 
the defined target value and displays this 
both as a total as well as in relation to the 
individual portion. (8) 

 · Take-out in pieces: You can toggle between 
two take-out modes, take-out with weight 
and take-out using pieces. In the take-out 
mode using pieces, the user can weigh an 
individual reference weight, let the system 
calculate this weight or enter it direct. By 
doing this, the weights are converted into 
piece-count values. (9) 

Master data memory

Quick Keys

Below tolerance range

Above tolerance range

Within tolerance range

Define tolerance range
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Options

 · The central data memory function Save -
-Server for additional storage of all measu-
rement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- (7)

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

 · In future: SET-261 Voice Output: With this 
option, individual voice or sound files can be 
stored in the system for specific events. As 
soon as the event occurs, the system plays 
the individual sound file instead of the stan-
dard sound file in this case. In this way, for 
example, clear voice output can be stored 
for workshops for the blind, such as “too 
light”, “OK” or “too heavy”.  
KERN SET-261, € 80,-

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Save- Server

Statistical evaluation
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Save-Data Local

Dynamic memory

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package). SET-10 
is part of the “Save-Data-Group” from 
 EasyTouch, with Save-Data Local and 
 Save-Data Cloud

 · Save-Data Server is based on Save-Data 
Local (1). Save-Data Local is part of SET-01 
(ET OS Basic package). Save-Data Local is 
the central measurement data memory for 
all ET functions in a local EasyTouch license 
(dynamic data memory). All printed and 
stored weighing data and measurement data 
is stored in this memory. Storage is in the 
memory of the local display device. All sto-
red data is saved in a tamper-proof manner 
and therefore cannot be changed. Changes 
to master data are also secured in a dynamic 
data memory so that they are tamper-proof 
(Data traceability) (2). Dynamic data can 
be recalled and printed out at any time or 
exported as a table.

 · Save-Data Server: Stores all measurements 
as a copy for local storage in a central 
network directory. All EasyTouch systems 
store a copy of their measurements in this 
central server directory. The central server 
directory ensures that all measurement data 
is stored centrally and can be recalled at any 
time at a central point. If necessary it is pro-
tected by a firewall, so that no-one external 
can access the data in the local network.

 · Save-Data Server: All measurement data 
is stored in a tamper-proof manner in a 
server director (ALIBI memory). In this way, it 
is not possible to lose or change data.

 · Data export: Dynamic data can be recalled 
and printed out at any time or exported as 
a table, as long as this is not limited by the 
anti-cybercrime function.

 · Changes to master data are also secured 
in a dynamic data memory so that they are 
tamper-proof (Data traceability)

 · Network Admin: To set up the central data 
memory (Save server) you need a local net-
work administrator. 

 · Validation and verified operation: Through 
software validation you can ensure that this 
secure Server data memory can be used 
for organisations in the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, for example (including conformity to 
standards 21 CFR Part 11). Through targeted 
build-type approval of the Save-Server me-
mory, you can guarantee that weighing data 
from legally regulated applications is stored 
and archived in a compliant manner.

Options

 · Anti-Cybercrime mode: This function allows 
you to set the permissions which relate to 
the user roles. The permissions setup func-
tion enables you to set the permissions for 
reading, printing and copying of master data 
and dynamic data as well as changing master 
data. KERN SET-125, € 50,-

 · On-site support: Help when setting up the 
EasyTouch Save-Server on-site is possible. 
Please ask for details

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on up 
to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tablet) at 
the same time, working independently. I.e. up 
to four terminal devices can store data on a 
Save-Server under one license.

ET Save-Server – Weight storage and Server storage function

STANDARD OPTION
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KERN SET-101 EasyTouch Save-cloud

SAVE-DATA CLOUD

INTERNET

Internet-Server Directory

User-Co1 User-Co2 User-Co n

SAVE-DATA LOCALSAVE-DATA LOCAL SAVE-DATA LOCAL
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Save-Data Local

Dynamic memory

Options

 · Anti-Cybercrime mode: This function al-
lows you to set the permissions which relate 
to the user roles. The permissions setup 
function enables you to set the permissions 
for reading, printing and copying of master 
data and dynamic data as well as changing 
master data. KERN SET-125, € 50,-

 · XL data package: Expands the available 
 memory space, KERN SET-102, price on 
request

 · XXL data package: Expands the available 
memory space, KERN SET-103, price on 
request

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently. 
I.e. up to four terminal devices can store 
data on a Save-Server under one license.

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package). SET-101 
is part of the “Save-Data-Group” from 
 EasyTouch, with Save-Data Local and 
 Save-Data Cloud 

 · Save-Data Cloud is based on Save-Data 
Local (1). Save-Data Local is part of SET-01 
(ET OS Basic package). Save-Data Local is 
the central measurement data memory for 
all ET functions in a local EasyTouch license 
(dynamic data memory). All printed and 
stored weighing data and measurement data 
is stored in this memory. Storage is in the 
memory of the local display device. All sto-
red data is saved in a tamper-proof manner 
and therefore cannot be changed. Changes 
to master data are also secured in a dynamic 
data memory so that they are tamper-proof 
(Data traceability) (2). Dynamic data can 
be recalled and printed out at any time or 
exported as a table.

 · Save-Data Cloud: Stores all measurements  
as a copy for local storage in a central    
KERN internet Cloud directory. All 
EasyTouch systems store a copy of their 
measurements in this central Cloud direc-
tory. The central Cloud directory ensures 
that all measurement data is stored centrally 
and can be recalled at any time at a central 
point. In the KERN Cloud server, every 
license group is assigned its own database. 
Each database is autonomous and segrega-
ted from the other databases. In this way, 
no-one external can access the data in those 
databases.

 · Save-Data Cloud: All measurement data is 
stored in a tamper-proof manner in a Cloud 
directory (ALIBI memory). In this way, it is 
not possible to lose or change data. 

 · Data export: Dynamic data can be recalled 
and printed out at any time or exported as 
a table, as long as this is not limited by the 
anti-cybercrime function.

 · Changes to master data are also secured 
in a dynamic data memory so that they are 
tamper-proof (Data traceability)

 · Automated setup: Setting up the central 
internet data memory (Save Cloud) will be 
implemented fully automatically through 
registration of the license. Each further 
license within the same license group will be 
included in the storage in the central Cloud 
directory – and this happens automatically 
too. The advantage in terms of the Save-Ser-
ver solution is that a network administrator 
is not required. 

 · Validation and verified operation: Through 
software validation you can ensure that this 
secure Server data memory can be used 
for organisations in the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, for example (including conformity to 
standards 21 CFR Part 11). Through targeted 
build-type approval of the Save-Server me-
mory, you can guarantee that weighing data 
from legally regulated applications is stored 
and archived in a compliant manner.

ET Save-cloud – Safe internet data storage

STANDARD OPTION

 
 
ET Save-cloud 
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

month
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ET Safety - Precision & Safety function 

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The Precision & Safety function is used 
for safe operation of balances as measuring 
devices in critical and risky processes, such 
as, for example in the manufacture of phar-
maceutical products, foodstuffs, cosmetics 
and other products.

 · When it matters, whether a specific balance 
can even be used as a measuring device, 
or when you need to guarantee that the 
balance is always in perfect working order 
from a metrological point of view, then the 
EasyTouch Precision & Safety function offers 
a range of tools to definitively guarantee this 
security.

 · Checkpoint function – test points: This 
function enables you to determine defined 
test points for any balance (even those made 
by other manufacturers). These test points 
always relate to a specified nominal load 
(e.g. 100.0 g). One test point or several test 
points can be created for each balance. If 
required, the system suggests automatically 
calculated test points. For each test point a 
specific, permitted tolerance can be added, 
i.e. you can define a lower and an upper 
tolerance. (1)

 · Checkpoint function – time interval: This 
function allows you to define specific time 
intervals for each balance, after which an 
obligatory check of the defined test points 
must be carried out. In this way, for example, 
several checks per day at specific times or 
one check per week can be defined. E.g. 
daily, every morning at 8.00 am, etc. (2)

 · Checkpoint function – test weights: 
With this function, you can assign certain 
test weights to the relevant test points. By 
storing particular test weights the user can 
be shown which test weight is to be used 
for which test point. On selection of the 
weights, the system automatically ensures 
that only those test weights can be selected 
where the permitted OIML tolerances of 
these weights are smaller than the permitted 
tolerance of that particular test point. (3)

 · Checkpoint function – calibrated test 
weights: With this you can store possible 
calibration data for the test weights which 
have been entered. Specifically, the calibra-
tion interval and date of the last calibration 
can be updated and the conventional mass 
of the test weight from the last calibration 
can be stored. (4)

 · Checkpoint function – testing and con-
sequences: A specific balance, for which 
the checkpoint function is activated, can 
continue to be fully used as long as all 
checkpoint tests were successful. If at least 
one test was not successful, then no further 
data from this balance can be stored or 
printed – the balance is blocked. (5)

 · Checkpoint function – testing and 
 consequences: A test counts as not being 
successful if the display in one or more 
checkpoints is outside the permitted tole-
rance, if the calibration intervals from one 
or more test weights have expired and has 
not been renewed. If the conventional mass 
of one or more test weights is found to be 
outside the permitted OIML tolerance, then 
the system requests that these weights are 
replaced for the relevant checkpoints (6)

Checkpoint function – test points

Checkpoint function – time interval

Checkpoint function – test weights

Checkpunkt function 

Checkpoint function – testing and consequences

Checkpoint function – testing and consequences
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 · Adjustment testing: Doing this means that 
a separate adjusting interval can be assigned 
to each balance – depending on the risk ana-
lysis. EasyTouch Precision & Safety prompts 
the user to adjust the balance in good time. 
If the user does not positively confirm the 
adjustment, then the data storage function 
on the balance is blocked.

 · Activation of a balance after it has been 
blocked: This option exists for a specific 
user group (e.g. Lab. Supervisor), after the 
test in question has been carried out with a 
successful result.

 · Suppression of pending tests may – through 
Admin. settings – be permitted. However 
only by a maximum of 30 minutes after the 
point in time which the test was due, in order 
to enable you to complete a work procedure 
safely and properly.

 · Minimum weight testing: This function 
enables you to manually store an individual 
minimum weight for each balance Whenever 
the weighing result is below the minimum 
weight, then the balance is in a blocked 
state.

 · Calibration and verification testing: In this 
function a verification period and a calibrati-
on period can be created and maintained for 
each balance. If this period expires without 
the calibration or verification being refreshed, 
then the balance will also be blocked. (7)

 · Level testing: With this function for each 
balance you can set up a visual inspection 
of whether the device is level. Through this, 
the user will be prompted at predetermined 
points in time to confirm that the balance 
is properly level. If the user does not give a 
positive confirmation, then the balance will 
be blocked. (8)

 · ISO protocol: The ISO protocol can be 
selected for each active balance. In this 
protocol, the precise state of the balance 
can be output - at the point in time when the 
printout was created. In this protocol the 
user has an immediate overview of the veri-
fication and calibration state of the balance, 
the checkpoint tests, the individual minimum 
load and the last level check (9)

Options

 · The central data memory function 
 Save-Server for additional storage of all 
measurement data in a central server direc-
tory. By doing this the measurement data of 
all connected EasyTouch weighing systems 
as well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps 
will be stored. A particular benefit of doing 
this for those users with several weighing 
systems is that all weighing data is conso-
lidated in just one database and you can 
search for individual measurement data from 
several balances in just one table. The Save 
Server data memory is also tamper-proof 
and cannot be changed. (7) 
KERN SET-10, € 450,-  

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

Calibration and verification testing Level testing ISO Protocol

 
 
ET Safety  
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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Piece Counting
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Dynamic Object id 
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Dynamic Object name 
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Quantity 
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Net Result 

200.10 g 

Tare weight 

3.57 g 

Gross Weight

203.67 g 

Reference weight 
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Used Device 

KDP 3000-2 
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Last Adjustment 
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Internal Code 
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ET Print – User-customised print format function

Features

 · Role of the App: the required basis is  
SET-01 ET OS (basic package)

 · The print function is used to design the 
printouts. Print forms can be generated and 
stored individually. You can easily create a 
new print form by using drag and drop to add 
the variable fields to the new form, in addi-
tion you can store a header and footer with 
company details, logo, etc. in the form.

 · PC print function: Running the EasyTouch 
software in a Windows or Android environ-
ment means that you can use the complete 
PC/tablet accessory structure. In particular, 
standard Windows/Android printers and PC/
Android label printers can print out a wide 
range of print protocols or compact adhesive 
labels.

 · Logo and graphics: A graphics file (e.g. 
company logo or motif) can be loaded into 
the text header. (1)

 · Header, footer, company address: 
 Depending on the type of printout, individual 
headers and footers can be defined. In ad-
dition, the master data of your company can 
be stored with name, address, etc. and also 
selected to print out in the footer. (2) 

 · Individual print content: One of the main 
functions of the EasyTouch print function 
is that the user can store for his software, 
which fields should be printed out in the 
print format of a specific function and which 
fields should not be printed out. The user 
has the choice between a wide range of pro-
tocols on one hand and a compact printout 
label on the other hand. (3)

 · User-based print function: In the Easy-
Touch print function, there is the option of 
assigned different print protocols to different 
user groups – even for the same application. 
As an example, the piece-counting function 
may have an extensive printout stored for 
user role A and a very compact printout for 
user role B. (4)

 · App-based print formats: Each print format 
is assigned to a specific EasyTouch App. 
By doing this, a very short print protocol 
can be also be assigned to a function (e.g. 
piece counting) and another function (e.g. 
recipe weighing) can have a much more 
comprehensive print protocol. This means, 
for example, that you can print out compact 
labels as adhesive labels. (5)

Logo and graphics files can be integrated

Footer

Individual print content

User-based print function

App-based print formats
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Save-Server

Options

 · The central data memory function Save- 
Server for additional storage of all measu-
rement data in a central server directory. 
By doing this the measurement data of all 
connected EasyTouch weighing systems as 
well as from all installed EasyTouch Apps will 
be stored. A particular benefit of doing this 
for those users with several weighing sys-
tems is that all weighing data is consolidated 
in just one database and you can search for 
individual measurement data from several 
balances in just one table. The Save Server 
data memory is also tamper-proof and can-
not be changed. KERN SET-10, € 450,- (6)

 · Save-Cloud: Has the same central data me-
mory function for all connected ET systems 
as Save-Data Server. The difference is that 
in Save-Data Cloud, the storage location is 
a KERN server which is accessed over the 
internet, instead of a server on the local net-
work. The advantage with Save-Data Cloud 
is that the setup is completely automatic and 
you do not need a network administrator. 
KERN SET-101, € 350,- monthly

Technical data

 · Licensing: One license can be operated on 
up to four terminal devices (PC, laptop, tab-
let) at the same time, working independently.

 · User: You can store as many users as you 
need in one license.

 · Balances: You can store and operate as 
many balances as you need in one license.

 · Communication balances-terminal device: 
The balance(s) can communicate using serial 
connections, USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet or 
WiFi with the PC, laptop or tablet.

 
 
ET Print  
function

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works

STANDARD OPTION
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Welcome to the new age of weighing

EasyTouch Function Application SET Nr. Price

ET OS – Operating system 
Basic Weighing & Laboratory Package 
(Mandatory for initial installation) 

Weighing, totalising (REZ A), targeted dispensing, percentage weighing SET-01  € 170,- 

ET Lab-set 
Premium Laboratory Package

Contains: ET Recipe function (SET-021) +  
ET Difference function (SET-022)

SET-02  € 370,-

ET Formulation 
Recipe function

User administration (Administrator, User, etc.), recipe administration, component 
administration, targeted dispensing, multiplier function for the production of 
larger containers, bulk packs, etc., 
Adjustment of recipe when dosages are exceeded, recipe interrupt function 
Basic batch management, printout, etc.

SET-021 € 250,-

ET Difference 
Difference function

Monitoring function e.g. for monitoring the growth of biological cell cultures 
 (monitoring of defined series of test through regular weighing in defined periods 
of time), the weight differences are calculated automatically and a graphic 
growth pattern is displayed and stored, automatic sample pan recognition by 
barcode is possible

SET-022  € 150,-

ET Industry set 
Premium Industrial Package

Contains: ET Tolerance weighing function (SET-031) + ET Piece-counting 
function (SET-032) + ET Target-counting function (SET-033)

SET-03  € 420,-

ET Tolerance 
Tolerance weighing function

Master data administration of items and their tolerances, numeric or percentage 
entry of the tolerance based on the target weight or limits, weighing process 
is supported audibly and with a colour bar graph, each weighing result can be 
stored with an ID number of the particular object (batch management)

SET-031  € 150,-

ET Count 
Piece-counting function

Master data administration of items with name in clear text, ID number, 
 reference weight and tare weight, rapid counting function, can be a counting 
 system, each weighing result can be stored with ID number of the particular 
object (batch management)

SET-032 € 150,-

ET Target-Count 
Target-counting function

Fill-to-target function: Target count or target weight can be programmed. When 
the target weight is reached there is an audible and visual signal, numeric or 
percentage entry of the tolerance based on the target weight or limits, master 
data administration of items with name in clear text, ID no., reference weight and 
tare weight, weighing result can be stored with an ID number of the particular 
object (batch management)

SET-033 € 150,-

ET Density 
Density determination function

Guidance through density determination of solid matter and liquids is particularly 
user-friendly and uses graphics, the density is calculated and output immediately

SET-04 € 150,-

Software EasyTouch – summary of all functions
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EasyTouch Function Application SET Nr. Price

ET Dynamic 
Animal and dynamic weighing  
function

Rapid entry facility for the time interval for a dynamic weighing process in 
 seconds. Calculation of the average weight using the time interval which has 
been entered, also ideal for weighing where the weighing conditions are unstable

SET-05 € 35,-

ET Classify 
Classification function

Classification function for sorting objects into weight classes, you can name 
the classes as you wish, a further information field can be assigned to each 
class, e.g. price, etc., master data administration of items and their classes,  the 
weighing result can be stored with an ID number of the particular object (batch 
management)

SET-06 € 150,-

ET Variable 
Free variable function

Free conversion function of the weight collected unit which can be individually 
named and defined (e.g. g/m = surface weight), output of the weight immediately 
in the defined unit, master data administration of items, the weighing result can 
be stored with an ID number of the particular object (batch management)

SET-07 € 50,-

ET Take-out 
Take-out function

Allows negative weighing (with take-out) from a source container, which is on the 
balance, visual and audible support of the take-out procedure, weight or piece 
display possible, statistical evaluation possible, such as, for example, average 
weight of the portions which have been taken out, total number of pieces which 
have been taken out, waste, etc., master data administration of items, the 
weighing result can be stored with an ID number of the particular object (batch 
management)

SET-08 € 100,-

ET Save-server 
Weight storage and  
Save-Server function

Allows the recorded weighing data to be saved in a shared folder or server 
 workspace, for example.

SET-10 € 450,-

ET Save-cloud 
Weight storage and Save-Server 
 function in the Cloud

Central storage of weights and measurement data from different workplaces in 
the Cloud, tamper-proof

SET-101 € 350,-/
month

ET Safety 
Precision & Safety function

 · Regular calibration function with individually specified test loads and defined 
tolerances. Warning and switch-off function, if test weighings are outside the 
tolerances. E.g. daily tests at defined test points with defined tolerance

 · Management of the test weights used for the test with individual process time 
periods for each test weight, warning and switch-off function for invalid test 
weights

 · Monitoring of the minimum sample weight (MinWeight = smallest weight to be 
weighed), warning and switch-off function for weighings below the permitted 
minimum weight

 · Management of the verification or calibration of the balance used with individu-
al process time periods for each balance, warning and switch-off function if the 
verification validity period or the defined recalibration period is exceeded 

SET-11 € 350,-

ET Individual 
Individualisation function

 
 

COMING SOON

Used to create your own functions tailored to an individual user. In this way 
specialists, such as, for example, scale specialist companies can create separate 
programs for specific weighing applications, e.g. recording “Item numbers” and 
“Weight” as well as output in a customer-specific data format. This function 
offers a basis for programming and programming instructions for creating your 
own weighing functions.

SET-13 € 500,-

ET Print 
User-customised print format function

Print forms can be generated and stored individually. You can easily create a   
new print form by using drag and drop to add the variable fields to the new form, 
in addition you can store a header and footer with company details, logo, etc. in 
the form.

SET-14 € 150,-

All prices listed here are without german legal VAT (19%)
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The new KERN EasyTouch software – available right now for the following KERN ranges/models:

Other KERN ranges can be adapted to be ET compatible – keep up-to-date with the latest new on www.kern-sohn.com

On the following pages we offer you a small insight into our ET-compatible range of weighing models and display devices. 
Detailed descriptions and information on other scales and measuring instruments can also be found in the large   
KERN Balances & Test service Main Catalogue 2020 - just browse through it.

Suitable USB/RS-232 adapter for scales with 
RS 232 output, KERN AFH 13, € 59,-

KERN Balances & Test service 
catalogue 2020  
Provides a complete overview of 
the KERN line of balances, test 
weights, and services such as 
verification, calibration, etc.

BALANCES AND WEIGHING PLATFORMS

ADB / ADJ (see p. 42)

ALS / ALJ
BFB
BFN 
BID 
CKE
GAB 
IFB 
IOC 

IXS 
KDP (see p. 41)

KGP (see p. 40)

KFB
KIB
KXS 
NFN 
NFB 
PCB 

PLS / PLJ 
SFB 
SXS 
UFA
UFB  
UFN 
YKV

DISPLAY DEVICES

KTB-T (see p. 39)

ADAPTER

KERN AFH 13 Suitable 
USB/RS-232 adapter for  
scales with RS 232 output
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Tablet KERN KTB-T

STANDARD

KERN KTB-T – Robust professional tablet for demanding 
 weighing applications

Features 

 · Ideal for use in the laboratory environment, 
pharmaceutical field, industry, test laboratories, 
etc., either as permanently fixed large display 
for one balance or as mobile display for one 
or more scales using WLAN or Bluetooth

 · Wide range: can be connected to a variety 
of balances, from the analytical balance to 
the floor scale, thus particularly comfortable 
management of the weighing systems used

 · High-quality industrial tablet  

 · Superior display size in comparison with a 
standard display on a balance 

 · 1 Separate connection for power supply, so, 
when charging, the USB connection remains 
free for USB sticks, peripheral devices, etc.

Convert your balance into a computer!
This modern tablet transforms your weighing 
components into a powerful measuring system 
with a wide variety of analysis options in an 
instant. Simply download the appropriate 
app on the tablet and process the weighing 
data according to your ideas. Thanks to this 
modular concept, the initial investment is kept 
to a minimum and, at the same time, offers 
you a high level of investment security and 
future reliability. If your requirements should 
increase or your area of work should expand, 
then simply download more Apps. In this way 
the investment remains predictable and you do 
not pay for functions which you do not need – 
pretty smart!

 · A large number of standard integrated 
interfaces allow the parallel connection of 
peripheral devices, storage media, network 
connections, etc.

 · 2 Octopus cable as standard, allows the 
parallel connection of up to 5 peripheral  
devices, networks, etc. with only one interface

 · MicroUSB for connecting peripheral devices as 
well as integrated VESA mounting preparation 
for mounting the tablet to a wide variety of 
standard mounts, tripods etc. as standard

 · For further information and extensive  
accessories, please see www.kern-sohn.com

 
 
 
Tablet

Price  
excl. of VAT, 

ex works
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kg
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mm 
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kg 

 
 
 
€ KERN €

KGP 6K-4 6 0,2 300×240×120 3 6 430,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 6K-4L 6 0,2 400×300×128 3 10 450,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 10K-4 15 0,5 300×240×120 3 6 450,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 10K-4L 15 0,5 400×300×128 3 10 490,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 30K-3 30 1 300×240×120 3 6 450,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 30K-3L 30 1 400×300×128 3 10 490,- 963-128 88,-
KGP 60K-3 60 2 400×300×128 3 10  520,- 963-129 105,-
KGP 60K-3L 60 2 500×400×137 3 13  580,- 963-129 105,-
KGP 100K-3 150 5 500×400×137 3 14  580,- 963-129 105,-
KGP 100K-3L 150 5 650×500×142 3 22  780,- 963-129 105,-
KGP 300K-2L 300 10 650×500×142 3 22  780,- 963-129 105,-

1

2 2

3

www.kern-sohn.com · Order hotline +49 7433 9933 - 0Weighing platforms

Industrial platform scale with A/D converter box KERN KGP

STANDARD OPTION FACTORY

Model 
 

Weighing capacity  
 

Read-out Weighing plate 
 
 

Cable length  Net weight  
approx. 

 

Price 
excl. of VAT 

ex works

Options
DAkkS Calibr. Certificate

Features

 · With this combination of 1 platform (KERN 
KFP V20 IP65) and A/D converter box 
(KERN YKV-01) your weighing processes are  
ready for the requirements of Industry 4.0. 
Simply install the platform, connect the A/D 
converter box to the network and start weighing

 · For rapid transfer of weighing data to  
connected networks, computers, etc.

 · USB and RS-232 data interface standard, 
Power supply via USB interface

 · Transfer formats are freely configurable
 · Functions: Weighing, taring
 · Internal resolution 16 million divisions
 · Measurement frequency 10 Hz
 · Easy configuration using the software supplied
 · KERN YKV-01: Robust plastic die-cast housing
 · 2 KERN YKV-01: Suitable for wall mounting 
and DIN track mount (optional)

 · Included with delivery: 
 - Industrial platform KERN KFP
 - A/D converter box KERN YKV-01
 - DIN rail mounting bracket
 - Configuration software for adjusting and 
managing the KERN KDP, for large-format 
display of the values collected on the PC as  
well as transfer of this data to other Apps and  
programs. The displayed result can therefore 
be converted to any format for communication  
with the different user programs, such as, for 
example, e.g. SAP, Oracle etc.

Technical Data

 · Weighing plate material stainless steel

 · KERN YKV: Overall dimensions  
W×D×H 100×127×28 mm

 · Permissible ambient temperature -10 °C/ 40 °C

Robust industrial platform scale with A/D converter box,  
ideal for varied range of applications for Industry 4.0

Accessories

 · Bluetooth data interface, 
KERN YKV-A02, € 60,-

 · WiFi data interface, KERN YKV-A01, € 60,- 

 · Ethernet data interface on request

 · 2 DIN rail mounting bracket for  
KERN YKV, KERN YKV-A03, € 60,-

 · 3 Software BalanceConnection, flexible  
recording or transfer of measurements, 
particularly to Microsoft® Excel or Access as 
well as transfer of this data to other Apps 
and programs. The displayed result can 
therefore be converted to any format for 
communication with the different user  
programs, such as, for example, e.g. SAP, 
KERN SCD-4.0, € 150,-

Sim. to illustration
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€ KERN €

KDP 300-3 350 0,001 0,002 ± 0,005 A 390,- 963-127 72,-
KDP 3000-2 3500 0,01 0,02 ± 0,05 B 390,- 963-127 72,-
KDP 10K-4 10000 0,1 0,1 ± 0,3 B 390,- 963-128 88,-
KDP 10K-3 10000 1 1 ± 3 B 410,- 963-128 88,-

MULTI

A

1
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Digital platform KERN KDP

Features

 · Industry 4.0 process chains: these weighing 
platforms can be easily integrated into your 
process chain. All recorded values can be 
easily transferred and processed further in 
your system as digital data and data that has 
already been compared using the many  
interfaces available. This saves cost, time and 
resources and ensures even more effective 
working

 · Connecting the balance with a tablet or PC 
offers the advantage of being able to use the 
apps and programs which are on that device. 
These apps and programs are usually already 
tailored to your needs, are easy and convenient  
to use and can often be expanded as needed. 
This offers you the maximum level of flexibility 
when displaying, processing and saving the 
recorded weighing data

 · Searching and remote control of the 
balance using external control devices or 
computers with the KERN Communication 
Protocol (KCP). KCP is a standardised interface 
command structure for KERN balances and 
other instruments which allows you to recall 

and manage all relevant parameters and device 
functions. You can therefore simply connect 
KERN devices with KCP to computers, 
industrial control systems and other digital 
systems. In a large number of cases the KCP 
is compatible with the MT-SICS protocol

 · PRE-TARE function for manual subtraction 
of a known container weight, useful for 
checking fill-levels

 · Freely programmable weighing unit, e.g. 
display direct in special units such as length 
of thread g/m, paper weight g/m², or similar

 · Level indicator and levelling feet for  
precise levelling of the scale, fitted as  
standard, to give the most accurate  
weighing result

 · Draught shield standard for models with 
weighing plate size A, weighing space 
W×D×H 146×146×80 mm

 · Included with delivery:  
1 Software BalanceConnection for 
adjusting and managing the KERN KDP, for 
large-format display of the values collected 
on the PC as well as transfer of this data to 
other Apps and programs

Universal weighing platforms for flexible connection  
into  process chains

STANDARD OPTION FACTORY

Technical Data

 · Dimensions weighing surface 
A ∅ 105 mm 
B W×D 160×160 mm, see larger picture

 · Weighing plate material 
A plastic, with conductive lacquer 
B stainless steel

 · Overall dimensions W×D×H 165×166×75 mm 
(without draught shield)

 · Cable length approx. 1,2 m
 · Net weight approx.  1,2 kg
 · Permissible ambient temperature  
5 °C / 35 °C

Accessories

 · Bluetooth data interface for wireless data 
transfer to PC or tablets, must be ordered at 
purchase, KERN KDP-A03, € 50,-

 · WiFi interface for wireless connection of the 
balance to networks and WiFi capable devices, 
such as tablets, laptops or smartphones, 
must be ordered at purchase, please ask for 
delivery time, KERN KDP-A01, € 50,-

 · Ethernet data interface, to connect an  
IP-based Ethernet network, must be ordered 
at purchase, not in combination with  
verification, KERN KDP-A02, € 100,-

Model 
 

Weighing capacity  
 

Read-out Reproducibility 
 
 

Linearity 
 

Weighing plate 
 

Price 
excl. of VAT 

ex works

Options
DAkkS Calibr. Certificate
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MULTI
ADJ ADB

KERN

  

[Max]  
g

  

[d]  
mg mg

  

mg kg € KERN €
ADB 100-4 120 0,1 0,2 ± 0,4 4,4 620,- 963-101 138,-
ADB 200-4 210 0,1 0,2 ± 0,4 4,4 640,- 963-101 138,-
ADB 600-C3 120 g | 600 ct 0,1 mg | 0,001 ct 0,2 mg | 0,002 ct ± 0,4 mg | ± 0,004 ct 3,8 610,- 963-101 138,-

ADJ 100-4 120 0,1 0,2 ± 0,4 5 750,- 963-101 138,-
ADJ 200-4 210 0,1 0,2 ± 0,4 5 790,- 963-101 138,-
ADJ 600-C3  120 g | 600 ct 0,1 mg | 0,001 ct 0,2 mg | 0,002 ct ± 0,4 mg | ± 0,004 ct 4,5 740,- 963-101 138,-

1 2

3 4

www.kern-sohn.com · Order hotline +49 7433 9933 - 0

STANDARD OPTION

Model Weighing capacity Readability Reproducibility Linearity Net weight 

approx.

Price 
excl. of VAT 
 ex works

Option
DAkkS Calibr. Certificate

Analytical balances KERN ADB · ADJ

The price leader in analytical balances, now also with internal 
adjustment

Features

 · Automatic internal adjustment in the case 
of a change in temperature ≥ 2 °C or time-
controlled every 3 h, guarantees high degree 
of accuracy and is independent of location  
balance independent of its location of use

 · KERN ADB: Adjusting program CAL for 
quick setting of the balance accuracy using 
an external test weight

 · 1 ADB/ADJ 600-C3: Compact, space-saving 
carat balance with a readout of 0.001 ct and 
a weighing capacity of 600 ct. The high level 
of accuracy saves hard cash wherever you 
are weighing valuable precious stones

 · Level indicator and foot screws to level the 
balance precisely, fitted as standard, to give 
the most accurate weighing results

 · Large glass draught shield with 3 sliding 
doors for easy access to the items being 
weighed.

 · Compact size, practical for small spaces
 · Simple and convenient 6-key operation

Technical data

 · Large backlit LCD display, digit height  
16 mm

 · Dimensions weighing surface,  
stainless steel, ∅ 90 mm

 · Overall dimensions (incl. draught shield) 
W×D×H 
KERN ADB/ADJ: 230×310×330 mm 
KERN ADB-C/ADJ-C: 205×310×210 mm

 · Weighing space W×D×H 
KERN ADB/ADJ: 170×160×205 mm 
KERN ADB-C/ADJ-C: 170×160×110 mm

 · Permissible ambient temperature  
10 °C/30 °C

Accessories

 · 2 Ionizer to neutralise electrostatic charge, 
KERN YBI-01A, € 890,-

 · 3 Precious stones plate, aluminium with 
practical spout, W×D×H 83×66×23 mm, 
KERN AEJ-A05, € 40,-

 · 4 Weighing table to absorb vibrations and 
oscillations, which would otherwise distort 
the weighing result, KERN YPS-03, € 970,-

 · Minimum weight of sample, smallest 
weight to be weighed, depending on the 
required process accuracy, only in  
combination with a DAkkS calibration  
certificate, KERN 969-103, € 10,-

 · Further details, plenty of further accessories 
and suitable printers on www.kern-sohn.com

Analytical balances



fast
 · 24 hours delivery service for  

products in stock – ordered today, 
on its way tomorrow

 ·  Sales & service hotline available 
from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm 

reliable
 · Up to 3 years warranty

 · Precision in weighing technology  
for more than 175 years

competent
 · DAkkS accreditation  

DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025

 · Certified QM system  
DIN EN ISO 9001

 · Authorisation for initial  veri  fi cation  
by the manu facturer 2014/31/EU

 · Medical certifications  
DIN EN ISO 13485 and  
93/42/EWG

versatile
 · One-stop shopping: from balances 

through to software – everything 
from one supplier

 · Find the product you want  
super quick at www.kern-sohn.com

Your advantages

KERN – measuring technology and testing services from a single source

Balances & Test service  
catalogue 

Provides a complete 
overview of the KERN line 
of balances, test weights, 
and services such as  
verification, calibration, 
etc.

Medical scales catalogue 
 

Complete line of medical 
scales, from infant scales 
to patient scales, chair 
scales and adiposity 
scales, as well as hand 
grip dynamometers, 
chemist’s balances  and 
veterinary scales.

Microscopes &  
refractometers catalogue 

Extensive range in the 
area of optical instruments, 
such as, for example, 
biological microscopes, 
stereo microscopes, 
metallurgi cal microscopes, 
polarisation micro scopes 
as well as analogue and 
digital refractometers.

SAUTER measuring  
equipment catalogue 

Test instruments for 
 industry and commerce, 
such as force, coating 
thickness, material 
 thickness and calibration 
service.

DAkkS calibration  
service brochure 

Detailed information on 
topics pertaining to the 
calibration and verification 
of balances, test weights, 
and force measuring 
devices.



KERN & SOHN GmbH 
Ziegelei 1
72336 Balingen
Germany
Tel. +49 7433 9933 - 0
Fax +49 7433 9933 - 149

info@kern-sohn.com
www.kern-sohn.com
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Download the EasyTouch App: Microsoft Store® 
(for Windows) or Google Play Store® (for Android) 
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